NOTES:

1. **If platform size is reduced, then the blocking is to be positioned such that it is centered on the platform.** 
   
   \[(\text{platform depth} / 2) + 2" = \text{centerline of rail blocking off of inside front wall. (Min. 28" dimension)}\]

2. **Car to wall (CTW) dimension is 3-1/2" min.**

3. **Hoistway doors & frames must be installed to comply with the authority having jurisdiction requirements. These dimensions vary. Consult your Residential Elevators sales representative for details prior to construction.**

4. **Hoistway doors to be solid core (by others).**

5. **Clear cab dimensions based on a 3/4" flat wall cab design.**

6. **Minimum hinge side return to be 8" to accommodate gate stack.**

7. **Minimum hoistway dimension based on 36" hoistway landing door.**

---

**STANDARD HOISTWAY PLAN**

*Note: All dimensions are approximate*